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We study some general properties of a strongly correlated electron system 
defined on a lattice. Assuming that the system exhibits off-diagonal long-range 
order, we show that this assumption implies the Meissner effect. This extends to 
lattice systems previous results obtained for the continuous case. 
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It is well known that both the superfluidity and the superconductivity 
are characterized by existence of off-diagonal long-range orders. For inter- 
acting boson systems, Penrose and Onsager have shown that off-diagonal 
long-range order in the reduced density matrix p~ is the mathematical 
criterion for the presence of Bose-Einstein condensationJ l) On the other 
hand for interacting fermion systems, it was shown by C.N. Yang that 
superconductivity s characterized by the non-vanishing off-diagonal long- 
range order in the reduced ensity matrix ,02 .(2) 
Two basic features of superconductivity are the Meissner effect and the 
flux quantizationJ 3) Therefore if an interacting fermionic system has off- 
diagonal long-range order, one should be able to deduce the Meissner 
effect and the flux quantization. In fact, there was some recent proof of 
Meissner effect as a consequence of existence of ODLRO. (4) Later, this 
proof was extended to show that the flux quantization also follows from 
the existence of ODLRO, (5) and to include more general magnetic field 
distributionsJ 6) These considerations were concerned with interacting 
continuous fermion systems mathematically described by Schr6dinger 
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operator. One would expect a similar proof should be true for lattice 
fermion systems. 
Recently, with the discovery of high temperature superconductivity, 
there have been intense studies on the possibilities of superconductivity of 
lattice electron systems induced by electron-electron correlations. For the 
Hubbard model, a notable and the simplest model describing interacting 
lattice electron system, some t/pairing states were constructed by Yang in 
any dimensions) vl These states have off-diagonal long-range order, and 
electron systems in these states should be superconducting (unfortunately, 
these states are not the ground states of the Hubbard model). In the 
following, we show that the existence of ODLRO for a lattice electron 
system implies the Meissner effect. This extends the previous results for 
continuous quantum systems to lattice electron systems. 
We consider a system of N interacting electrons in a uniform magnetic 
field on a two dimensional finite square lattice of size L x L defined by the 
two basis vectors ex and e,,. The Hamiltonian for this system is 
H = tx ~ iOir + (e cs+,, ~G,~+h.c.)+t~(e'~ ,ci,~+h.c.)+ V({ni,~}) (1) 
i ,o- i ,o- 
where c + and ci,~ are the creation and annihilation fermionic operators for i, o- 
an electron at site i with spin a, tx and ty are the real hopping amplitudes 
along the x and the y directions respectively. The phases 0?Y and 0 / are such 
that 
0i `. + 0y ; e ,+,,x-oi+,, -o;~=~c~ (2) 
with ~b the magnetic flux through each plaquette of the lattice. The poten- 
tial V is any real interaction of the electrons, depending only on the 
numbers of electrons ni,~ = ci+~ci,~. Moreover, we impose periodic boundary 
conditions, i.e., writing i = (ix, iy), ctL + t,,,i,, = cl~,~.)., for all iy and all a and 
c,~,L+t),~ = c,,.~., for all ix and all a. In the following, assuming existence 
of ODLRO, we shall show that the magnetic field is necessarily zero. 
The Hamiltonian H is not invariant under the usual translations, but 
it is well known that there exist magnetic translation operators under 
which the Hamiltonian is invariant both for continuous ystems t ) and for 
lattice systems, if one forgets the boundary terms, i.e., for infinite volume. 
However, in our case we have to be careful since we are working in a finite 
volume. For this reason, we take a rational magnetic flux ~b = (he/e)(P/Q) 
where P and Q are mutually prime integers ( Q > 0), and we choose the size 
of the lattice to be proportional to the magnetic unit cell, i.e., L -- nQ where 
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n is a positive integer. With this choice and taking for example the Landau 
gauge 0~ = 0, 0 y = ix(e/he) O, we have e~~ L+ ~+, = ei~ ei~176 for 
all i y ,  and eg~176 e~~176 '~ for all i~. For the lattice 
system the two magnetic translation operators T x and Ty .are defined by 
the following unitary transformations of the electronic operators 
T,.: c + ix: + 
. i , a - - *e  Ci+ex, a (3) 
Ty: c + ix:' + i,a -'~ e Ci+e),,a 
where the phases X} ~ and ZY are given by 
e 
z:=o 
and they satisfy the following relation 
(4) 
(5) 
e X y x 
x ,  = (6) 
Using the fact that the magnetic flux is uniform, it is easy to prove that Tx 
and Ty commute with H but not with each other since Eq. (6) gives 
#+Ty Tx = Tx Ty. Let us remark that this special choice for the flux and for 
the size of the lattice is rather technical since it is more convenient to work 
with a Hamiltonian that has the same periodicity as the one we impose on 
the system. But this choice will have no physical implications ince if we 
prove that the system cannot support any non zero rational magnetic flux, 
then the physical meaning will be that the system cannot support any non 
zero magnetic flux; similarly, when we consider the thermodynamic l mit of 
the system, its size will be irrelevant. 
In order to define ODLRO on the lattice, we have to consider 
Cid= < c3cj+~ cj, Tc:,+> (7) 
where the brackets is defined by the expectation value in the thermo- 
dynamic limit (i.e., letting L ~ oo and NIL 2 fixed) 
(A > = limth Tr(p(H) A) (8) 
where the density matrix p is a function of the hamiltonian H (in the 
following it is not necessary to give an explicit expression for p as, for 
example the Gibbs state given by p(H)= e-~H/Tre -pI~, with fl the inverse 
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of the temperature). The trace is performed over the Hilbert space with 
fixed N number of electrons. The magnetic translations operators allow us 
to determine how C;,j behaves with respect o translations. Let us choose 
a basis { ]n>} of the subspace with N electrons. Since 7~ is a unitary 
operator, {Tx In>} is still a basis. We can thus express C/,j in these two 
different basis 
Ci, j=  limth y, (n[ p(H)Ci+TCi+,jCj, rCj, j, In> 
n 
= limth Y, (nl T+~p(H) ci+rci+iCj.TCi, l Tx In> 
n 
= limth y, (nl p(n)  T~+ci+~ci,+lcj, T j l Tx In> 
n 
- -  e2i(xT-xJ')C . (9) - -  i+e . . , J+e~ 
where we have used the fact that H commute with T+I and the definition 
(3) of the magnetic translation operators. With the same manner, we have 
Ci ,  j = e2 i (x] ' -  x f  )C  i + ey, j  + ey (10) 
The ODLRO is defined by 
lim (Ci, j -~*( i )~( j ) )=O (11)  
li jt ~oo 
where ~b(i) is a complex function. Expressing the ODLRO at points i, j and 
i + ex, j + ex and using Eq. (9), we obtain 
lira (~b*(i)(~(j)-e 2~(d z~)qb*(i+ex)~(j+e~))=O (12) 
Since this last equation is true for all i and j, we must have 
(~( i) = ei'~xe2iz; ~( i + ex) (13)  
where 2x is a real number independent of the site i. On the other hand, 
with the help of Eq. (10), we conclude 
qJ( i ) = e~'tye2iXf (9( i + e y ) (14) 
where 2y is a fixed real number. 
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With Eq. (13) and (14), we can go along the path i, i+e~,  i+e~+ey,  
i + ey, i to find a condition on the magnetic flux enclosed by this path: 
q~( i) = ei't~e2iXXqb( i + e~) 
= eiX~'e2iX~ei~'e2iZ~+~,~(i + ex + ey) 
= e 2iz? ei2y e 2iz~+ e-,.e -- 2izx+ e~( i  + ey ) 
= e2iZde2iZ;+,ee 2iz]+r ) 
=e  2"/*~(~(i) (15) 
where we have used Eq. (6) for the last equality. Equation (15) implies the 
following constraint on the flux 
e t2ie/hc) ~ = 1 
and thus the flux must be quantized 
(16) 
hc  
=m --  (17) 
2e 
with m an integer. If we take m to be I, we get a flux which corresponds 
to a magnetic field of the order of 109(7, since the area of each plaquette 
is of the order/~2. Since this value of magnetic fieId is impossible practi- 
cally, the only possible choice is m= 0, which corresponds to zero magnetic 
field. This is precisely the Meissner effect. 
The same argument can be used to discuss the triangular and 
hexagonal lattices. Let us briefly indicate the main steps for the triangular 
lattice. The lattice is defined by the two basis vectors ex and ey given in car- 
tesian coordinates by ex = (1, 0) and ey = (89 v/3/2). The Hamiltonian has 
the same form as for the square lattice except hat now we have three hop- 
ping amplitudes tl, t2, t3 and three phase shifts 0), 02, 03 corresponding to
the three directions ~, s2, s3 defined by st =ex, s~=ey-e~ and s3 = -e ; .  
In order to define the magnetic translation operators, we choose the 
specific gauge (with i = ixe ~ + iyey) 
e e . 
O] =0, O~ =~c ff(2i~- 1), 03= -~c2ff,~ (18) 
This gauge gives the correct flux ~ across elementary triangles: 
O] +02 3 e _03 _0  ~ 2 e i+.~,+Oi+,~,+~.2=hc(~, ;+.~2 +s, i+~2-0, =~c~ (19) 
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In this gauge the magnetic translation operators along the three directions 
sl, s2, s3 are defined by the three phase shifts Z~, Z 2, Z~ 
e 2 " e ~b(2iy + 1), Z~ = 0 (20) 
Since the flux is uniform, one can easily show that the translation operators 
defined with such phases commute with the Hamiltonian if we choose the 
flux to be rational, i.e., ~b = (hc/e)(P/Q) and the size of the lattice to be 
proportional to the magnetic unit cell, i.e., L = nQ. As for the square lattice 
case, P and Q are mutually prime integers (Q>0)  and n is a positive 
integer. Going around one triangle with the magnetic translation operators, 
we obtain the opposite of the flux 
1+2 e 
Xi X i+s l - -X3=- -~,  
3 2 e 
--Z;+s2+s , --Z]+ hc 
,2-X;=---~ (21) 
The rest of the discussion is similar to the square lattice one and gives 
the condition that the flux should be quantized 
hs 
~=m--  (22) 
2e 
which then leads to the Meissner effect. 
In conclusion, we have proved that for a lattice electron system, the 
assumption of the existence of ODLRO in the ground state (or at finite 
temperature) implies the Meissner effect. Let us remark that Sewell has 
mentioned the lattice case but did not give an explicit proof. This remark 
more explicitly generalizes the previous consideration of continuous 
electron system described by Schr6dinger operator to a correlated lattice 
electron system. One might wish that for a lattice electron system, the 
existence of ODLRO would also lead to flux quantization. It would be very 
interesting to provide a clear mathematical proof of flux quantization as a 
consequence of existence of ODLRO in a lattice electron system. 
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